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EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR WAVELENGTH CONVERTER PLACEMENT INALL-OPTICAL NETWORKS Ling Li Arun SomaniDepartment of Electrical and Computer EngineeringIowa State UniversityAmes, IA 50010Phone: (515) 294-0941, Fax: (515) 294-8432e-mail: flingli, arung@iastate.eduABSTRACTIn this paper, we consider the optimal converter place-ment problem for a given number of converters on a pathtopology in all-optical WDM networks. The placement ofconverters on a path divides the path into segments. A seg-ment is dened as a set of links between two consecutiveconverters on a path. We rst introduce and prove thatoptimal placement considering end-to-end performance isobtained when the segments on a path have equal block-ing probability. This result is then used to achieve optimalconverter placement using both the link-load independencemodel and link-load correlation model. It is not alwayspossible to divide a path into segments with equal block-ing probability due to the arbitrary values of the load oneach link. Three implementation algorithms that approx-imately achieve minimum blocking probability with linearcomplexity are then proposed. The algorithms can be read-ily extended to ring networks.1. INTRODUCTIONWavelength-routed all-optical networks have emerged asthe key to full the bandwidth requirement and providenew services in this information age. In such networks, thewavelength continuity constraint, assigning the same wave-length to route a connection on every link on a path, isa well-known problem. To reduce the blocking probabil-ity, wavelength converters, which can change an incomingwavelength to another, are proposed to use [1]. The benetsof employing wavelength converters are discussed in [2, 3].Since the cost of an all-optical wavelength converter is likelyto remain high, sparse wavelength conversion and limitedwavelength conversion are studied in [4, 5]. A network withonly a few nodes having full conversion capability is calleda network with sparse wavelength conversion. The resultsin [4] show placing converters on a fraction of nodes of anetwork is sucient to ensure high network performance.An interesting problem in sparse wavelength conversionnetworks is how to place a small number of converters sothat the network performance is optimized. This problemwas rst addressed in [6]. A solution using dynamic pro-gramming was proposed to optimize the performance on apath, a bus network, and a ring network. However, thecomplexity of this solution is O(N2K) when the blockingprobability of end to end calls is optimized on a path. HereN is the number of nodes on the path, and K is the numberof converters being placed.In this paper, we develop a new linear complexity algo-rithm to place converters on a path to minimize the block-ing probability (maximize the success probability). Giventhe number of nodes, N, and the number of converters, K,THIS WORK WAS SUPPORTED BY THE NSF UNDERGRANTS NCR-9628165 AND NCR-9796318.
the basic idea of our algorithm is that we divide the pathinto K+1 segments such that the blocking probability oneach segment is equal. It is shown that the blocking prob-ability is minimized if each segment has the same blockingprobability. However, it is not always possible to divide apath into segments with equal blocking probabilities, dueto the arbitrary values of the loads on each link. Threealgorithms are proposed in this paper to divide a path intosegments with approximately equal blocking probabilities.The results of using these algorithms are compared with theoptimal solutions obtained by using dynamic programmingmethod of [6].This paper is organized as follows. The end-to-end op-timal converter placement is studied using a link-load in-dependence model in section 2. We rst prove that theoptimal placement is obtained if the blocking probabilityon each segment is equal. Three algorithms with linearcomplexities are proposed to obtain the segments with ap-proximately equal blocking probabilities. A link-load cor-relation model is used for optimal converter placement insection 3. An analytical approximation is proposed andshown that the segmentation algorithms are also applica-ble when the link-load correlation model is used. We makesome concluding remarks in section 4.2. CONVERTER PLACEMENT WITHEND-TO-END PERFORMANCEOPTIMIZATIONWe consider a path of length N , as shown in Figure 1. Letthe number of converters to be placed be K. Let the nodesalong the path be numbered 0; 1; : : : ; N , and let the linkloads per wavelength on link i be i; i = 0; : : : ; N   1. Weemploy a binomial model [3] to compute the performance;that is, we assume that a wavelength on link i is occupiedwith probability i, and the occupancy is statistically in-dependent of other wavelengths on the same link and onother links. The converter placement for minimizing theblocking probability for end-to-end calls (from node 0 tonode N) is considered in this section. A segmentation ideais introduced and proved that optimal placement can beobtained by dividing a path into K+1 segments such thateach segment has equal blocking probability. Three imple-mentation algorithms of this idea are also proposed in thissection.
0 1 2 N-1
0 1 2 N-1 NFigure 1. a path with N links
2.1. A segmentation method for converter place-ment on a pathWe dene a segment to be the set of links between twoconsecutive converters. Thus K converters divide the Nlink path into K + 1 segments. Let V = (0; v1; : : : ; vK ; N)be the converter placement vector denoting the rst node,the converter locations, and the last node of the path. vi isthe node with the ith converter. The ith segment is fromnode vi 1 to node vi (the rst segment is from node 0 tonode v1, and theK+1 segment is from node vK to node N).Without any loss of generality, we count converter locationsfrom the left to the right. Let L(vi 1; vi) be a set of linkson segment i from node vi 1 to node vi.When the wavelength utilization on each link is assumedequal and the link-load correlation is neglected, intuitionsuggests that the optimal solution is to place convertersuniformly (each segment has the equal length) on the path.This placement has been proved optimal in [6]. We con-sider a more general scenario in which link loads may non-uniformly distributed. We assume in this section that linkloads are independent. The eect of link-load correlation isstudied in the next section. Let F be the number of wave-lengths on each link. Let S(V ) be the success probabilityof an end-to-end call given the placement vector is V ,S(V ) = K+1Yi=1 fi (1)where fi is the success probability on segment i and is givenby fi = [1  (1  Yj2L(vi 1;vi) j)F ] (2)and j = 1  j , is the success probability on link j.Since we assume that wavelength utilization may or maynot uniformly distributed over links, pi may or may notequal to pj if i 6= j. Our goal is to select a placementvector V such that S(V ) is maximized. Instead of dividingthe path into equal length segments as in [6], we divide thepath such that the success probability on each segment isthe same. We show that the placement obtained using thisidea is optimal by proving the following results:Lemma 1 Let Z = (z1; z2; : : : ; zK+1) be a vector of K + 1real numbers zi,  1  zi  0, i = 1; 2; : : : ; K + 1, thefunctionG(Z) = K+1Yi=1 (1  (1  ezi)F ) given K+1Xi=1 zi = constantis maximized if z1 = z2 = : : : = zK+1:The proof of this lemma is shown in the appendix.Theorem 1 An optimal placement for end-to-end perfor-mance is achieved if the success probability on each segmentis equal on the path.Proof: Let Yi be the success probability on one wave-length on segment i. Then,Yi = Yj2L(vi 1;vi) j : (3)It is ready to see that 0  Yi  1. Since j = 1   j isknown on every link, QK+1i=1 Yi = QN 1j=0 ( j) is a constant.
S(V ) from Eqs. 1, 2 and 3 becomesS(V ) = K+1Yi=1 (1  (1  Yi)F ): (4)The goal is to prove that S(V ) is maximized when Y1 =Y2 = : : : = YK+1 given QK+1i=1 Yi =constant. However,the global maximum value is hard to prove because theconstraint of Yi is not a convex set. We use the followingsubstitution to convert the constraint to a convex set.Let Yi = ezi ; 1  zi  0. Then S(V ) becomesS(V ) = K+1Yi=1 (1  (1  ezi)F ) (5)From lemma 1 we know that the maximum value of S(V )is obtained when z1 = z2 = : : : = zK+1, that is, Y1 = Y2 =: : : = YK+1.Theorem 1 provides insight into the converter placementproblem and helps us solve the problem without comput-ing the blocking probability for every s-d pair. Let thewavelength utilization on all the links (a set of positive realnumbers between 0 and 1) be represented by an indexedset. The optimal solution is obtained by dividing the setinto K+1 subsets such that each subset consists of consecu-tive elements in the set and the product of elements in eachsubset are all equal.2.2. Implementation of the segmentation methodTo divide an N link path into K + 1 segments such thateach segment has the equal success probability (f1 = f2 =: : : = fK+1) is not trivial. One of the diculties is that thesuccess probabilities on links, ; 0  j  N   1, may varysignicantly. From Eq. 2, we know thatfi = fj if and only if Yi = Yj :A key observation here is that the geometric mean of thesuccess probability on one wavelength on each segment canbe easily obtained. To identify a segment, we compute thesuccess probability on one wavelength of successive linksand compare it with the geometric mean of the successprobability. The success probabilities on all the segmen-tations are approximately equal if all of them are approx-imately equal to the geometric mean of the success proba-bility.Let M be the geometric mean of the success probabilityon each segment for one wavelength. Then,M = K+1vuutK+1Yi=1 Yi = K+1vuutN 1Yj=0 j : (6)Recall that vi 1 is the placement of the (i 1)th converter.The next converter placement, vi, is obtained by selectingconsecutive links after node vi 1 on the path such that theproduct, f 0i = Qj2L(vi 1;vi) j ' M . It is possible thattwo consecutive nodes j and j + 1 on the path satisfy theapproximation requirement. Then vi is to be chosen out ofthe two nodes. In the following we present three algorithmsto make such a selection.Algorithm LtoR: The rst algorithm, called LtoR, com-putes the success probability of each segment from link 0to link N-1 (left to right). If the success probability of asegment from link i to link j (j > i) is closer to M thanthat of the segment from link i to link j + 1, a converter is
placed at node j. Otherwise, a converter is placed at nodej + 1.The following function, Get next placement() as shownin Table 1, computes the location for the next converter andthe success probability for the current segment, Y 0, giventhat the last converter location last and the geometric meanM . We use the same function for all the three algorithms.The value of Y 0 may or may not be used by some of thealgorithms.Table 1. Function: Get next placement()int Get next placement(int last, oat M , oat *Y 0)var oat Y 00; int i;begin*Y 0 = last;for( i = last+1; i < N; i++) beginY 00 = *Y 0 i;if(fabs(*Y 0  M) < fabs(Y 00  M) )return i;else*Y 0 = Y 00end;end.The placement procedure continues until the last con-verter is placed or the end of the path is reached. A detaileddescription of this algorithm, LtoR, is given in Table 2.Table 2. from Left to RightLtoR( i;N;K)var int np = i = 0; oat M = K+1qQN 1j=0 j , Y 0 = 0;beginwhile( (i < K+1) & (np < N) ) begin/*Compute the next converter placementgiven the last placement is at node np. */np  Get next placement(np, M , &Y 0);Place a converter at np;i++;end;end.Algorithm LMrecomputed: The problem of using the al-gorithm, LtoR, is that all the approximation errors in Yifor dierent segmentation may accumulate. Thus the lastsegment may have a large variation from the desired valueof M . To reduce the eect of the approximation errors, thesecond algorithm, called LMrecomputed, is introduced. Inthis algorithm, instead of using the same value of M com-puted at the beginning of the algorithm, we recompute Mevery time a converter is placed. The success probabilityin a segment is compared with the new M . This algorithmis described in Table 3.Algorithm LorR: Both of the above algorithms com-pute the success probability Yi and compare it with Mfrom the left nodes to the right nodes on a path. The samemethod can also be applied by computing Yi and comparingit with M from the right nodes to left nodes on the path.To reduce the approximation errors and make the best se-lection so that each segment has the success probability asclose as possible, we combine the above ideas together intoalgorithm three, LorR. In this algorithm, we compute thesuccess probabilities of segments from both side of a path.A segment, which has success probability closer to M is se-lected regardless of being on the left or on the right, and aconverter is placed at the node of that location. By viewing
Table 3. from Left to Right: recompute MLMrecomputed(oat i, int N, int K)var int np = i = 0; oat M = K+1qQN 1j=0 j , Y 0 = 0;beginwhile((i < K+1) & (np < N)) begin/*Compute the next converter placementgiven the last placement is at node np. */np  Get next placement(np, M , &Y 0);Place a converter at np;/*recompute M*/M = K iqMK+1 iY 0 ;i++;end;end.the unselected links as a new path, M is recomputed. Thisalgorithm is shown in Table 4.Table 4. from Left or Right: recompute M1. Compute M of the path as M = K+1qQN 1j=0 j ;2. Compute f 0L and f 0R from left to right and from rightto left, respectively, using the function Get next placement().3. Set Y 0 = min( fabs(f 0L -M), fabs(f 0R -M)), and placea converter on the corresponding node;5. If there are links not being considered, the links areviewed as a new path; recompute M as M = k0qMk0+1Y 0 ,where k0 is the number of convertershave not been placed; goto step 2;Else, stop.Note that the actual locations of converters may varybut the overall blocking probability may still be the sameif each segment has equal success probability on a path. Tosee this, consider a path with four nodes, n0, n1, n2, n3,and three links, l0, l1, l2, with link loads 0 = 1 = 2.A single converter can be placed at the node n1 or n2 toobtain the same blocking probability.In the next section we show the results of using the abovethree algorithms, and compare them with the optimal so-lutions under dierent wavelength utilization on each link.Note that the rst algorithm is the simplest and the thirdis the most complex among the three algorithms. Each ofthese three algorithms has linear complexity.2.3. Numerical results and discussionsTable 5. Wavelength utilization on a 10-hop pathlinks l1 l2 l3 l4 l5linear(l) 0.050 0.056 0.061 0.067 0.072m-linear(ml) 0.100 0.125 0.150 0.175 0.200exponential(e) 0.086 0.150 0.024 0.083 0.037m-exponential(me) 0.006 0.012 0.024 0.048 0.096uniform(u) 0.221 0.211 0.239 0.221 0.234links l6 l7 l8 l9 l10linear(l) 0.078 0.083 0.089 0.094 0.100m-linear(ml) 0.200 0.175 0.150 0.125 0.100exponential(e) 0.261 0.257 0.044 0.178 0.101m-exponential(me) 0.096 0.048 0.024 0.012 0.006uniform(u) 0.203 0.204 0.232 0.208 0.218
The three algorithms discussed above are evaluated inthis section to nd the optimal placement on a 10-hop path(N=10) as shown in Figure 1. The number of wavelength(F) on each link is also assumed to be 10. Five dierentwavelength utilization patterns are used as shown in Ta-ble 5. Linear (l) utilization in the table represents the wave-length utilization increasing linearly from 0.05 on link 0 to0.1 on link N-1. The utilization of m-linear (ml) increasesfrom link 0 to the middle of the path and then decreases tolink N-1 with dierent rate. The utilization pattern e rep-resents that the wavelength utilization are exponentiallydistributed on each link with mean 0.1 and variance 0.1.The wavelength utilization of m exponential (me) increasewith rate of 2 from link 0 to the middle of the path andthen decreases with rate of 12 to link N-1, and u representsthe random utilization uniformly distributed between 0.2and 0.3 on each link.Table 6. Converter placements and blocking probability fromdierent algorithms compared to optimal solutionl ml e me uAlg. 1 3 5 7 9 3 5 7 9 3 6 7 9 4 5 6 8 2 4 6 84.61e-08 5.81e-05 2.80e-5 2.44e-10 4.26e-04Alg. 2 3 5 7 9 3 5 6 8 3 6 7 9 4 5 6 7 2 4 6 84.61e-08 4.22e-05 2.80e-5 2.39e-10 4.26e-04Alg. 3 3 5 7 9 3 5 6 8 2 5 6 8 3 4 5 6 2 4 6 84.61e-08 4.22e-05 7.49e-6 2.39e-10 4.26e-04Opt. 3 5 7 9 3 5 6 8 2 5 6 7 2 5 6 7 2 4 6 84.61e-08 4.22e-05 7.49e-6 2.39e-10 4.26e-04The results of using the three algorithms are shown inTable 6 with dierent utilization patterns. The dynamicprogramming method guarantees to yield the optimal re-sults that are shown in the table for comparision. It isnoticed that all the algorithms yield optimal solutions forK = 1; 2; 3 on the 10-hop path. The results of placingK = 4 converters are shown in the table. Since we considersparse wavelength converter networks, K > 4 is not of in-terest. We see from the table that optimal solutions are ob-tained under most of the utilization patterns. Some of theplacements of using the segmentation algorithms are dier-ent from the dynamic programming results (i.e., algorithm2, algorithm 3 and the optimal algorithm give three dier-ent solutions under the m exponential utilization). How-ever, all of them are optimal since the blocking probabilitiesare equal. Recall that the optimal result may not be unique.Among the three segmentation algorithms, the third algo-rithm is the most accurate. As mentioned earlier, althoughthis algorithm is a little more complex than the others, itstill has linear complexity. Many other utilization patternsare also tested and they support our observations. Theresults are not shown here because of the space limitation.We noticed that an optimal result might not be obtainedusing the segmentation algorithm when the link loads aredramatically dierent; that is, some link loads are ex-tremely high and other loads are extremely low. Undersuch utilization patterns, some links which have extremelylight utilization, have little weight to the success probabil-ity ( i > 0:9) of a segment. Then the segmentation algo-rithms may incorrectly put such links in a segment. How-ever, the blocking probability is aected very little by thelightly loaded links.3. CONVERTER PLACEMENT ON A PATHCONSIDERING LINK-LOADCORRELATIONIn the previous section we considered the optimal converterplacements to optimize the performance of the end-to-end
calls. Two basic assumptions are made in order to de-ploy the binomial model: the call requests arrive at dif-ferent wavelengths are statistically independent, and thelink loads on a path are independent of each other. Thewavelength independence is assumed to make the analysissimple. However, the second assumption may not be appro-priate if the interfering trac [3] arrives at each node, as isthe case in a bus, a ring, or a path in an arbitrary topol-ogy network. A performance model considering link-loadcorrelation was proposed in [3, 7]. In this section, we showthat our segmentation algorithm is also applicable when thelink-load correlation is considered, i.e., we assume that linkloads are dependent.3.1. Segmentation method using the link-load cor-relation modelThe assumption of the previous section, i.e., the successprobabilities in disjoint segments are statistically indepen-dent, is still needed when link-load correlation is consid-ered. With this assumption, the success probability of anend-to-end call, S(V ), can still be computed asS(V ) = K+1Yi=1 fi (7)where fi is the success probability on segment i.For lack of space, we omit explaining of the details ofthe link-load correlation model and ask the reader to referto [3, 7] when necessary. Referring to Figure 1, we denotePn(i) be the probability that a new call enters the networkat node i and uses link i on wavelength 1 given that 1is not used by another call on link i. Let F be the numberof wavelengths per ber. Then the success probability onsegment i, fi; (i  K + 1), is given byfi = 1  [1  (vi 1) Yj2L(vi 1+1;vi) Pn(k)]F ; (8)where (i) = 1  (i) and Pn(i) = 1  Pn(i).Let Yi be the success probability on one wavelength onsegment i. Thus,Yi = (vi 1) Yj2L(vi 1+1;vi)Pn(j) : (9)Our goal is to select a placement vector V to maximizeS(V ) with fi = 1  (1  Yi)F : (10)We cannot apply Theorem 1 directly here because theproduct of Yi is not a constant any more. Instead of havinga set of positive numbers as in the link-load independencemodel, we have two sets of positive numbers, (i) and Pn(i).For each segment, we need to select (i) for the rst link andPn(i) for other links in each segment so that the productin each segment is approximately equal.Note again that we are considering a sparse wavelengthconversion network. The nodes, which have converters, area small fraction of all nodes in the network. The successprobability on segment i, Yi dened in Eq. 9, usually in-clude one (i) and several Pn(i)s. For a reasonable blockingprobability of end-to-end calls, (i), is not small. ThereforeYi would be dominated by the product of Pn(i). Knowingthese facts, we propose to use the following approximation:Let X be the geometric mean of the ratios of (i) toPn(i); that is, X = Nvuuti=N 1Yi=0 iPn(i) :
X is a constant since both i and Pn(i) are known. Then(i) can be approximately computed as(i) ' Pn(i)XThe product of Yi = (vi 1)Qj2L(vi 1+1;vi)Pn(j) for allthe segments is given asK+1Yi=1 Yi = K+1Yi=1 ((vi 1) Yj2L(vi 1+1;vi) Pn(j))' K+1Yi=1 (X Pn(vi 1) Yj2L(vi 1+1;vi) Pn(j))= XK+1 N 1Yi=0 Pn(i) : (11)Since X is a constant and the product of Pn(i) is also aconstant on a path, the product of Yi becomes a constanttoo, and 0 < Yi < 1. This approximation is shown tobe valid when we compare the results obtained using thisapproximation with the optimal results in the next section.Note from Eqs 7, 10 and 11 that Theorem 1 is applicableto this problem becauseQi=K+1i=1 Yi in Eq. 11 is a constant.Thus an optimal placement with the consideration of link-load correlation can be achieved if the success probabilityof each segment is equal on the path.Following the previous section, to identify a segment, wecan compute the success probability on one wavelength ofsuccessive links and compare it with the geometric meanof the success probability of each segment. The geometricmean of Yi, M , can be derived asM = X K+1vuuti=N 1Yi=0 Pn(i) : (12)By computing Yi for each segment and comparing it withthe target constant M , a path can be easily divided intoK + 1 segment. The rst and second algorithms describedin the previous section can also be applied here after a littlemodication: Eq. (12) is used instead of Eq. (6) to computethe geometric mean of the success probability on a segment.The function Get next placement(), used to compute thenext converter location given the last converter is placed atnode last, is replaced by a new function, Get next LtoR()shown in Table 7. In the new function, we compute thesuccess probability using both i and Pn(i).Table 7. Get next converter location from left to right con-sidering link-load correlationint Get next LtoR(int last, oat M , oat& Y 0)var oat Y 00; int i;beginY 0 = last;for( i = last+1; i < N; i++) beginY 00 = Y 0 Pn(i);if(fabs(Y 0  M) < fabs(Y 00  M) )return i;elseY 0 = Y 00end;end.
The third algorithm, selecting a segment from both leftside and right side, cannot be applied directly because therst element of a segment success probability Yi is (i). It isdicult to predict where the rst element is if we computeYi from right to left. However, this problem can be solvedby considering the product of i 1 and Pn(i) together in-stead of i or Pn(i) individually, when we compute a con-verter location from right to left. If the temporary successprobability Y 0 is not close to M , the segment is expandedto the next link, and Y 0 is computed as Y 0 = Y 0i i 1 Pn(i).A new version of the function Get next placement is givenin Table 8.Table 8. Get next converter location from right to left con-sidering link-load correlationint Get next RtoL(int last, oatM , oat& Y 0)var oat Y 00; int i;beginY 0 = last;for( i = last; i > 0; i  ) beginY 00 = Y 0i i 1 Pn(i) ;if(fabs(Y 0  M) < fabs(Y 00  M) )return i;elseY 0 = Y 00end;end.The idea of selecting converter location from both sidescan be used when link-load correlation is considered. Adetailed description of the algorithm is shown in Table 9.Table 9. from left or right considering link-load correlationLorR LLC(; Pn, N, K)var oat f 0L=f 0R=0, Y 0 = 1, M = K+1qXKQi=N 1i=0 Pn(i);var int Lp=Rp = 0, path begin = 0, path end = N-1, i = 0;begin while( (i < K + 1) & (Lp < Rp)) beginM =qMk0+1Y 0Lp = Get next LtoR(path begin, M , f 0L);Rp = Get next RtoL(path end, M , f 0R);If ( fabs(f 0L - M) < f 0R - M)) begin/*f 0L is closer to M*/Place a converter at Lp;Y 0 = f 0L;path begin = Lp;end;Else begin /*f 0R is closer to M*/Place a converter at Rp;Y 0 = f 0R;path end = Rp;end;i++;end;end.3.2. Numerical results and discussionsThe converter placement for dierent trac matrices con-sidering link-load correlation is compared with optimal re-sults using dynamic programming in this section. Similarto the previous section, we set N = 10, and F=10. The linkloads as shown in Table 10 are computed from the tracmatrix [sd]. The constant link load is achieved by set-ting n(0) = , and n(i) =   Pi 1j=0 H iH j n(i   1); i =
Table 10. Wavelength utilization computed from the tracmatriceslinks l1 l2 l3 l4 l5constant(c) 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30m-linear(ml) 0.10 0.12 0.24 0.28 0.30nonuniform(nu) 0.12 0.19 0.24 0.27 0.28uniform(u) 0.07 0.14 0.18 0.21 0.23links l6 l7 l8 l9 l10constant(c) 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30m-linear(ml) 0.30 0.28 0.24 0.12 0.10nonuniform(nu) 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.19 0.12uniform(u) 0.23 0.22 0.18 0.14 0.071; 2; : : : ; N   1, and ij = n(i)H i for j > i [6]. The secondutilization pattern, m-linear, is obtained by setting ij =0:01; i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N . The trac matrix of the third uti-lization pattern is set to sd = 0:04=ji jj; i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N ,which may be more practical in a path network. The lasttrac matrix is randomly generated with uniform distribu-tion U(0.005, 0.01).Table 11. Converter placement and blocking probability withthe consideration of the link load correlationnu2 u2 c4 ml4Alg. 1 4 6 4 6 3 5 7 9 3 4 5 62.88e-04 3.83e-06 1.71e-04 3.24e-05Alg. 2 4 7 4 5 3 6 8 9 3 4 5 63.52e-04 5.80e-06 1.63e-04 3.24e-05Alg. 3 4 6 4 6 3 6 8 9 3 4 5 72.88e-04 3.83e-06 1.63e-04 3.13e-05Opt. 4 6 4 6 3 6 8 9 3 4 5 72.88e-04 3.83e-06 1.63e-04 3.13e-05The link loads are shown in Table 10. The correspondingconverter locations and the blocking probabilities using thethree algorithms are shown in Table 11. We observed fromTable 11 that when the number of nodes with wavelengthconverters are small in a network and the link loads are nothigh for the reasonable blocking probability, the results ob-tained are same as that of using the dynamic programmingmethod, which has the complexity of O(N2K).A ring is a popular topology in optical networks. Afterplacing a converter at a node in a ring network, the ringcan be divided into a path as in [6]. Our results show thatthe algorithms are also applicable to ring networks. Theresults are omitted for lack of space.4. CONCLUSIONSIn this paper, we considered the optimal converter place-ment problem for a given number of converters on a pathtopology. We rst proposed and proved that optimal place-ment considering end-to-end calls are obtained when thesegments on a path have equal success probability. Theresult of [6] that uniform placement of converters is opti-mal for the end-to-end performance when the link loads areuniform is a natural corollary included in this result. Thenthe theory was used to achieve optimal converter placementusing both the link-load independence model and the link-load correlation model. Three implementation algorithmswith linear complexity were introduced.The results indicate that the optimal placement consid-ering end-to-end calls can be obtained with linear complex-ity using the segmentation algorithm under dierent tracpatterns. Since a ring topology can be easily divided into
a path [6], the algorithms can also be applied to ring net-works. APPENDIXThe following is a proof of lemma 1:Proof: Let PK+1i=1 zi = C, where C is a constant. Letg(zi) = 1  (1  ezi)F . We show below that zopti = C=(K+1); i = 1; 2; : : : ; K + 1 is an optimal vector to maximizeG(Z). To prove this, we need to show that(K + 1) ln g(zopti )  K+1Xi=1 ln g(zi)where zopti is an element of the optimal vector and zi's arethe elements of a feasible vector. Since zi is in a convex set,we need to show that ln g(z) is a concave function of thecontinuous variable z 2 [ 1; 0]. Let H(z) = ln g(z). Thesecond derivative of H(z) isH 00(z) = g00(z)g(z)  [g0(z)]2g2(z) :Evaluating g(z), g0(z), and g00(z) and substituting in theabove equation, we obtainH 00(z) = Fez(1  ez)F 2(1  Fez   (1  ez)F )g2(z) :Note that for every  1  z  0 and F  1, (Fez +(1   ez)F ) is a non-decreasing function of z and is lowerbounded by 1. Since the remaining factors are all positive,H 00(z)  0. REFERENCES[1] K. C. Lee and O. K. Li, \A wavelength-convertible op-tical entwork", IEEE Journal on Lightwave Technology,vol. 11, pp. 962-970, May/June, 1993.[2] M. Kovacevic and A. S. Acampora. Bene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